
Platform features 

The table below shows the major features and on which software subscription level they are available. 

Features Standard Auto Professional 

Trading directly from charts (single click) 
   

Trade on different DOM (Depth of Market) screens.  
Simple DOM, Scalping DOM, Multi DOM / Quote.    

Real time tick-by-tick Charting for both live trading, 
simulation and replay.     

Programmable Chart Alerts  
   

Extensive library of built in technical analysis indicators. 
   

Fibonacci Extension and Projections tools 
   

Up to 6 years of tick-by-tick history for most major markets. 
   

Account Manager for managing multiple accounts with 
performance statics metrics    

Order Manager to view and manage open orders.  
   

Time, Tick, Volume, Range, Reversal and Price Change bars.  
   

Simple order bracketing for the trader who just want to 
automatically protect the open position.    

Multiple Order Target order management for the 
intermediate trader that requires more flexibility.    

Advanced Order Strategies that provides an easy interface 
to build advanced combinations of intelligent orders such 
as bracket orders, trailing stops, indicator trailing stops, 
average price and net position tracking. 

   

Historical tick-by-tick replay for practicing and evaluating 
trade setups, order strategies and trade strategies.    

Advanced lot size management to get most favorable order 
positioning in the Exchange order matching queue.     

Automatic Email or SMS notifications of order fill events. 
   



Market Profile (add-on $39/month) 
   

Woodies CCI (add-on $0/month) 
   

Strategy Builder / Automation  
  

Strategy Builder for automating complex trade setups and 
strategies. 

 
  

Tick-by-Tick back testing of Trade Strategies using the 
actual bid/offer price at the time of the strategy signal. 

 
  

Trade Station and eSignal integration for receiving and 
executing trade signals. 

 
  

Software API to receive and execute 3rd party software 
signals 

 
  

Advanced order flow analytics   
 

Volume Study Indicators with trade size filtering such as 
Cumulative delta, Split Volume and Buy/Sell differentials. 

  
 

Long term Volume Profiling histogram with trade size 
filtering. 

  
 

Volume Map charts with trade size filtering.   
 

Institutional Volume Filter to track the bid/ask activity at 
any point in time with bid/ask pressure indicator and trade 
size filtering. 

  
 

Pullback bar that measures the pull back from the current 
bar latest high or low. 

  
 

Equi volume bars to display relative volume between bars   
 

Price (excluding any add-ons) $59/month $109/month $159/month 



Trade Interfaces 

Trade Chart 

 



 

 

 

 

 



Trade DOMs – Advanced Scalp and Simple

 



 

 

Multi DOM / Quote screen  



 



 



Replay, tick-by-tick 

 



 



Simple Bracketing 



 

Multiple Order targets 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Advanced Order Strategies 
 

An order strategy is a combination of intelligent orders that creates the desired behavior for entering or 

exiting a trade. Each order can be setup to automatically modify its price or volume depending on 

external conditions. Pre and Post conditions defines what should happened prior to or after an order 

completes (either gets filled or cancelled). 



  

 

Account Manager 
 



The account manager gives you a summary view of the existing accounts, what markets have been 

traded on each account as well as the last recorded position.  Here is also where you can run fill reports 

on each account to get performance statistics 

 

Fill Report with performance statistics 
 



 

Order View 

 

Strategy Builder 
 

Using the principles of state-event machines time sequenced strategies can be built that allows step by 

step condition evaluation prior to triggering a trade. No programming skills are required since the 

strategy is created using built in dialogs and menus. This tool is also where integrations to TradeStation, 

eSignal or 3rd party software are done. 



 

 

Order flow Analytics 

 



 

 



 



 

 
 


